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Introduction

Abstract
The Voodoo Token is an exciting meme token that offers unique tokenomics and a
distinctive staking feature. This litepaper explores the exceptional qualities of the Voodoo
Token, including the Magic Reward Token and the Poison Reward Token, which enhance
the staking experience and provide additional benefits to token holders.

The Voodoo Token is designed to provide an
engaging and rewarding experience for its holders.
By leveraging the power of staking, Voodoo
Token allows users to earn extra rewards while
supporting the network. Additionally, the token
incorporates two distinct reward mechanisms: the
Magic Reward Token and the Poison Reward
Token.

Staking and Rewards
2.1 Staking:
Staking refers to the act of locking up Voodoo tokens for a specific
period to contribute to the network's stability and security. By
staking, users actively participate in the token's ecosystem while
enjoying various benefits.

2.2 Magic Reward Token:
The Magic Reward Token is a unique reward that accompanies the
staking of Voodoo tokens. It adds an element of enchantment to the
staking experience. Notably, a small portion (2%) of the Magic
Reward Tokens is burned with each transfer, gradually reducing their
overall supply. The reduction in supply over time creates scarcity,
which may lead to an increase in the value of the Magic Reward
Token. As a result, token holders can potentially benefit from a rise in
price.
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2.3 Poison Reward Token:
he Poison Reward Token introduces an additional layer of rewards
for Voodoo token holders. With each transaction, a 1% fee is applied,
and this fee is instantly shared among all holders of the token. This
feature acts as a secret potion, generating extra rewards for those
who stake the Poison Reward Token. By staking this token, users can
earn double rewards. They not only benefit from staking their
Voodoo tokens but also receive a portion of the transaction fee as an
added bonus. This magical boost to rewards enhances the overall
staking experience.

The Voodoo Token offers a captivating and rewarding opportunity for token holders
through its innovative staking feature. By staking Voodoo tokens, users can earn
additional rewards through the Magic Reward Token and the Poison Reward Token. The
Magic Reward Token's scarcity and potential increase in value provide an element of
excitement, while the Poison Reward Token generates extra rewards through a shared
transaction fee. The Voodoo Token aims to create an engaging and magical experience for
its community, fostering a sense of rarity and additional benefits for token holders.

Conclusion


